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UNITED STATES-EUROPEAN UNION DISPUTE ON FOREIGN
SOURCE INCOME, EXPORT ACTIVITY, AND THE
EXTRATERRITORIAL INCOME EXCLUSION ACT
By: Colleen Klanchnik*
I.

INTRODUCTION

The United States and the European Union are each others' single
largest trade partner.'
This significant relationship raises issues of fair
competition and economic growth in the forum of multilateral trade relations.
The European Union member countries have contested the evolution of United
States treatment of export sales tax since 1971 to the present. 2 The current
export tax dispute between the United States and the European Union pending
before the World Trade Organization (WTO) 3 is a European Union claim that
the United States' Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC) Repeal and Extraterritorial
Income Exclusion Act of 20004 (ETI Act) constitutes a prohibited export
subsidy in violation of three WTO agreements: (1) the Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures 5 (SCM Agreement), Articles 1.1, 3.1, and 4.7; (2)
the Agreement on Agriculture (AA), Articles 8 and 10.16; and (3) General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994, Article III:4.7
Section I of this paper will introduce the status of trade relations
between the United States and the European Union as well as international
discrepancies resulting from different forms of taxation; Section II will explore
the European Union-United States dispute on the tax treatment of foreign source
income; Sections III and IV will address the ETI Act-the essence of the current
*J.D. Candidate, Hofstra University School of Law, 2005. Ms. Klanchnik would like to thank
Professor Vein E. Walker for his guidance in writing this paper and Professor James E. Hickey, Jr.
who has furthered her knowledge and interest in international law and from whom she has learned a
great deal.
1European Commission, EU-US BilateralEconomic Relations (June 25, 2003) available at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/extemalrelations/us/sum06_03/eco.pdf (last visited Feb. 22, 2004); See
infra section on European Union-United States Trade Relations.
2 See Marc Rosenberg, How a Taxing Problemhas Taken its Toll: A Common Person'sGuide to an
InternationalTaxationDispute, 20 B.U. INT'L L.J. 1, 4 (2002).
3 The WTO is an international governmental organization, established in 1995, to regulate the trade
relations and policies of it signatory members. There are currently 146 member countries to the
WTO. Its functions include administering WTO trade agreements, proving a forum for trade
negotiations, handling trade disputes and monitoring domestic trade policies. See
http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe/whatise/whatis-e.htm (last visited Feb. 22, 2004).
4 FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-519, 114 Stat.
2423.
5See Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement
Establishing the World Trade Organization (1994), available at
http://www.wto.org/english/docs c/legal e/24-scm.pdf (last visited Feb. 22, 2004).
6 See Agreement on Agriculture, LT/UR/A-IA/2 (Apr. 15, 1994) availableat www.wto.org (last
visited Feb. 22, 2004).
7 See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (Apr. 15, 1994), LT/UR/A-1A/1/GATT/1,
available at http://www.wto.org (last visited Feb. 22, 2004).
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dispute between the United States and the European Union; Sections V, VI and
VII will analyze the WTO documents relevant to this dispute; Section VIII
discusses the actions the United States has taken in response to WTO
complaints; and Section IX concludes with possible resolutions of this dispute.
a.

Trade Relations between the United States and the European
Union

Trade relations between the United States and the European Union
account for a significant portion of each region's economic activity and have
been on a steady increase since the 1980s through 2000 as illustrated in the
graph below. 8 United States imports from the European Union have grown at an
average rate of 5.43% per year since 1985, and exports to the European Union
from the United States have grown 4.78% on average. 9 This trade relationship
directly supports nearly 12 million jobs 0 and accounts for 21% of both the
United States' and European Union's trade in goods." Services represent 39%
and 35% of European Union and United States respective total trade in
services. 2 "The EU and [United States] have by far the world's most important
bilateral investment relationship, and they are each other's most important
source and destination for [foreign direct investment] FDI."'' 3 Foreign direct
investment is the private investment directly in facilities in a foreign country to
produce and or market a product.1 4 In 2001, the European Union and the United
States accounted for 49% and 46% respectively of each other's outward FDI
flows and 54% and 69% respectively of each other's inward flows. 15 In
addition, in 2001, FDI stock investment between the European Union and
United States reached C1500, "by far the largest investment relationship in the
world."' 16 These significant figures illustrate the importance of these regions'
interests in maintaining healthy and productive trade relations to maintain
economic stability and growth in both the United States and the European
Union.

8 See European Commission, EU-US Bilateral Economic Relations (June 25, 2003) available at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/externalrelations/us/sum06_03/eco.pdf (last visited Feb. 22, 2004).
9 U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Trade Balance with European Community (2003), available at
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c0003.html (last visited Feb. 22, 2004).
10European Commission, EU-US BilateralEconomic Relations (June 25, 2003) available at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/externalrelations/us/sum06_03/eco.pdf(last visited Feb. 22, 2004).
1Id.
12id.
13id.

14See "Definition of FDI/Foreign Direct Investment", available at
http://economics.about.com/cs/economicsglossary/g/fdi.htm (last visited Mar. 12, 2004).
15European Commission, EU-US BilateralEconomic Relations (June 25, 2003) available at
(last visited Feb. 22, 2004)..
http://europa.eu.int/commexteralrelations/us/sum06_O3/eco.pdf
6
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Taxation is an instrument of economic regulation used by governments
to influence consumption, encourage saving, or affect the way companies are
organized. 17 The steady increase in foreign commerce since the 1980s, with
many corporations producing goods in one or multiple countries for export all
over the world, necessitates creation of a fair taxation system for multinational
corporations. 8 Such a system must address a number of critical issues. What
state has a right to tax a corporation's income? What method should be used to
calculate income tax? Do states' discrepancies in international commercial
taxation impose unfair burdens or advantages? The United States and the fifteen
member states of the European Union 19 are members of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and therefore, must abide by its agreements and

17 "Tax Policy in the European Union,"available at
http://europa.eu.int./comm/taxation-customs/publications/taxation/documents/fiscal-en.pdf

at 3 (last

visited Feb. 22, 2004).

18ANNAMARIA RAPAKKO, BASE COMPANY TAXATION vii (Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers

1989).
19See official site of the European Union, availableat
http://www.europa.eu.int/abc/govemments/index en.htm#top (last visited Apr. 12, 2004) (European
Union member states: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the Netherlands, and United Kingdom).
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b.

Forms of Taxation

There are two main forms of taxation applied worldwide: (1) the
residence principle 22 and (2) the source principle. 23 The residence principle is a
direct form of taxation, imposing income tax based on a corporation's residency,
to be paid by the corporation.2 a Under this system, a resident is taxed on all
income and property interests worldwide and thereby subject to unlimited tax
liability for all economic interests. 25 Alternatively, the source principle is an
indirect tax applicable to activities or sources that produce income in the
locations where those activities take place, and is ultimately paid by the final
consumer. 26 Under the source principle, the taxable object determines the limits
of taxation; tax liability is limited to the income earned and the property located
within the territory. 27 Under the source principle, residents are not taxed on their
foreign source income, whereas, under the residency principle, by definition,
they are. 2 8 Taxation can also take the form of a combination of these two
methods.29 Stated broadly, the European Union countries implement a source
principle system, whereas the United States applies the residence principle of
taxation to its citizens, residents, and domestic corporations.3 ° In the forum of
international trade, this tax discrepancy has the potential to, and does, indeed,
create vast advantages and disadvantages to exporting companies.
Trade competition and advantage can be vastly distorted by
discrepancies in states' application of direct and indirect tax systems.3'
Members of the European Union impose high indirect taxes on goods, such as
sales tax, and very low direct taxes, such as tax on corporate or individual
income earned.32 Conversely, the United States government relies highly on
direct income tax and very little on indirect taxes on goods.33 Therefore, the
'o See Dispute Settlement Understanding, available at

http://www.wto.org/english/docs e/legal e/28-dsu.pdf.(last visited Apr. 12, 2004).
21See Japan-Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, WT/DS 11/AB/R (Nov. 1, 1996) para. 110; Chile-Taxes
on Alcoholic Beverages, WT/DS 10/AB/R (Jan. 12, 2000) paras. 59-60.
22RAPAKKO, supra note 18, at 33. The residency principle is also referred to as the universality
principle, the totality principle or the worldwide principle of taxation.
23See id. The source principle is also referred to as the territoriality principle, the origin principle, or
the limited tax liability system; See also Rosenberg, supranote 2, at 4; A.J. EASSON, TAX LAW AND
POLICY IN THE EEC, 100 (Oceana Publications 1980).
24See I.R.C. §7701(a)(4) (2003). A corporation's residency is determined by the place of

incorporation.
25See RAPAKKO, supranote 15, at 33.
26Rosenberg, supranote 2, at 4.
27See RAPAKKO, supra note 18, at 33.
28See id.
29Rosenberg, supranote 2, at 4.
30See RAPAKKO, supra note 18, at 34.
31A.J. EASSON, TAX LAW AND POLICY IN THE EEC, 62 (Oceana Publications 1980).
32 id. at 62-3.
33

id.
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incongruity of these two tax systems appears to give European Union domestic
corporations a trade advantage over United States corporations. For example,
assume that both the United States and England produce the same good for sale
at the same price equivalent to $125 in their respective domestic markets.34
However, England imposes a 25% sales tax, a high indirect tax on the final
consumer, while the United States imposes a low indirect sales tax of only 4%.35
Because the American company is taxed on profit, it has greater overhead costs,
and it therefore will cost the American company more to produce the good,
suppose $120, whereas it will cost the English company only $100 to produce
the same good, with the tax burden falling on the ultimate consumer rather than
the producer.36 With an equal transportation cost for each company of $5,
England's export of the good to the United States will result in a lower selling
price than in its domestic market due to the low sales tax in the United States,
resulting in a final selling price in the United States of $109. 37 On the contrary,
the United States' export of the good to England results in a much higher selling
price in England's market than in the United States' market, at a price of $156. 3s
This greater price is a result of the high indirect sales tax imposed on goods sold
in England; it is much greater than the English domestic market price of $125
and thus gives little incentive to American companies to export to England
where they must charge higher prices to make a profit and cannot price their
goods competitively with English suppliers. 39 This simplified example shows
how two inconsistent forms of taxation provide England and the other European
Union countries with a competitive advantage over the United States in pricing
exported goods due to the inverse relationship of the indirect and direct forms of
taxation.40
The European Union's indirect source principle form of taxation is
known as the value added tax (VAT). 4' This method applies a proportionate tax
to every step that adds value in producing a product. 42 This is a general
consumption tax applied to all commercial activities in the chain of production
and distribution of goods and services.43 The tax is directly proportional to the
price of goods and services and is collected fractionally on each transaction in
the production chain."4 As a consumption tax, the VAT is indirectly paid by the

3

Id. at 63.

35Id.

See id. The domestic cost of production is assumed to be larger in a country where the tax burden
of corporate production rests on the corporation, to be paid as a portion of the income earned rather
than collected from consumers via sales tax.
" Id.
at 63
'6

38id.

39See id.
40See id.
at 62-3.

"Tax Policy in the European Union, "availableat
http://europa.eu.int./comm/taxation-customs/publications/taxation/documents/fiscal-en.pdf at 3 (last
visited Apr. 13, 2004)
42
Idat 13.
41

43id.
44id,
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final customer.45 For instance, where a good is partially produced in five
different countries before it becomes a final good, all five countries impose a tax
at every stage where value is added during production of a good before the good
becomes a finished product. 46 VAT-registered businesses can deduct the
amount of VAT paid during production, thereby eliminating their tax liability
and imposing it on the final consumer.47 This allows European companies to
charge lower prices while increasing profits. 48 Exports from the European
Union are zero-rated and therefore not subject to VAT.49
Non-European Union companies who export goods to the European
Union, such as the United States, are subject to the VAT at the time of import,
as well as the income tax related to those sales in the United States.50 Therefore,
a United States company that is subject to VAT in European countries at
consumption, and also subject to United States income tax on that same income
earned, is not likely to produce goods at a competitive price for export. Under
the FSC provision United States companies were able to avoid double taxation 5'
and, according to the United States, were subject to taxes on an equal footing
with competing European Union companies subject only to the VAT. The
United States system traditionally taxes income rather than consumption; this
discrepancy in taxation is at the core of the WTO dispute to be discussed.
The United States and the European Union have been at odds in
establishing a mutually agreeable system of international taxation since the
1960s.52 As a result of the differing taxation systems in the United States and
the European Union, United States companies exporting goods to the European
Union are subject to double taxation.53 The United States taxes the income of all
corporate residents whether that income is earned in the United States or
internationally. 54 The European Union's VAT tax is applied to any income
earned within a state, regardless of the residency of the corporation.55
Therefore, United States companies exporting to the European Union are subject
to both United States and European Union taxation whereas European Union

45Id.

See id.
Id.
48John W. Douglass. Keeping the FairPlay in Free Trade, THE SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE, Aug.
1, 2002, at B 13.
49
See Treaty of Rome, art. 26 (Mar. 25, 1957).
soRosenberg, supranote 2, at 4.
51OECD, Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Model Double Taxation Convention on Income and on
Capital7 (1977). Double taxation is defined as the "imposition of comparable taxes in two (or more)
States on the same taxpayer in respect of the same subject matter and for identical periods... ";See
also OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, DraftDouble Taxation Convention on Income and Capital
9(1963).
52 See Rosenberg, supra note 2, at 6-14.
53 Ashley Redd Commins, The World Trade Organization'sDecision in the United States-Tax
Treatmentfor "ForeignSales Corporations":Round Three in the TransatlanticTax Dispute, 27
N.C. J. INT'L L. & COM. REG. 363,372 (2001).
m See Rosenberg, supranote 2, at 3.
55Id.
'6

47
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companies are only subject to the VAT tax.56 This creates disincentive for
United States companies to export to the European Union where they are
competing with European Union companies who have a tax advantage and can
therefore sell at more competitive prices. 57 The United States has attempted to
provide incentives for United States companies to export to the European Union
by replicating the advantages to the source system of taxation.58 However, these
attempts have been met with constant resistance from the European Union, as
evidenced by the complaints submitted to the WTO. As members of the WTO
the United States and the fifteen European Union member countries are bound
by its agreements, yet they remain in constant disagreement over the
interpretation of the WTO agreements regulating import and export activity.59
II. EUROPEAN UNION-UNITED STATES DISPUTE ON TAX
TREATMENT OF FOREIGN INCOME
As a means to avoid double taxation of income earned by United States
domestic exporters, the United States has implemented a variety of tax measures
including tax credits, exemptions, and treaties. 60 The United States currently has
more than fifty bilateral tax treaties addressing double taxation. 6' In the United
States, foreign corporations are defined as all corporations that are not
incorporated in one of the fifty states or the District of Columbia.62 The United
States taxes income earned by foreign corporations within the United States.63
Generally, the United States does not tax income earned by foreign corporations
outside the United States. 64 However, it does tax income earned by foreign
corporations outside the United States when the income is "effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade or business within the United States. 65
United States legislation regarding the taxation of income of exporting
companies has evolved from the controlled foreign corporation 66 established in
the Revenue Act of 1962,67 to domestic international sales corporations 68 in
56

1d.

57Idat 9; See also Commins, supranote 53, at 372.

8 Id.
59See Rosenberg, supra note 2, at 4.
60See id.
at 6.
61 Dep't. of the Treasury, I.R.S., Publ'n 901 (Rev. Apr. 2001), Cat. No. 46849F.
62 I.R.C. §7701(a)(5), (9) (2003).
63 See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/R, paras. 4.1127-4.1128 (Oct. 8, 1999).
64

See id

65See I.R.C. § 882(a) (2003). However, a foreign corporation may be eligible for a foreign tax credit

with respect to foreign income taxes already paid on such income.
66See I.R.C. § 958(a) (1962). In attempt to remedy the problem of tax avoidance and deferral, in
1962 Congress enacted Subpart F of the Internal Revenue Code creating controlled foreign
corporations (CFCs), foreign corporations in which United States shareholders hold more than 50%
of its voting stock. This measure attempted to alleviate the tax haven problem by attributing the
income of CFCs to United States shareholders by taxing shareholders on their proportionate share of
stock held.
67 See Rosenberg, supra note 2, at 7. Prior to the Revenue Act of 1962, tax on income generated by
foreign subsidiaries of United States parent companies could, in essence, be deferred indefinitely. A
United States parent company could defer payment of foreign source income until the profits were

149
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1971, which provided tax deferral of United States companies' export
earnings.69 In response, the European Communities brought a claim to the
GATT Dispute Panel claiming that the United States' domestic international
sales corporations (DISCs) provision constituted an illegal export subsidy.70
The dispute panel
agreed; 7' in response, the United States modified, but did not
72
repeal DISCs.

In a further attempt to both comply with GATT agreements and to
provide tax incentives for United States companies to export, the United States
Congress enacted legislation creating foreign sales corporations (FSCs). 7 3 These
are foreign subsidiaries of United States parent corporations set up to handle
export activities.74 This measure scrapped the tax deferral mechanism of DISCs,
implementing for one of tax exemption, and applied the territorial approach set
forth in the GATT Subsidies Code.75 FSC status allowed corporations to defer
tax on income that flows through subsidiaries located in foreign counties.76
Once a corporation qualified as an FSC under the tax code,77 it could conduct
transferred to the parent company in the form of dividends or until it chose to sell stock in the
subsidiary.
6' I.R.C. §§ 991-994 (1971). See Commins, supra note 53, at 373. Attempting to create a level
playing field for taxing exporting companies, in 1969 Congress enacted legislation creating domestic
international sales corporations (DISCs), allowing corporations to set up foreign subsidiaries through
which export sales could be channeled to obtain tax exemption on foreign income.
69
See Harold S. Peckron, Uniform Rules ofEngagement: The New Tax Regime for ForeignSales, 25
HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L. REv. 1, 6 (2001). DISCs allowed shareholders to partially defer taxes
on income from export sales if 95% of its receipts and assets are export related.
70
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/R, para. 20 (Feb. 24, 2000).
7' The European Union brought a complaint to the WTO, claiming the DISC provisions constituted
an illegal export subsidy. A GATT Settlement Dispute Panel agreed, finding DISC legislation to be
an illegal export subsidy in violation of Article XVI:4 of the General Agreement. General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A-11, T.I.A.S. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 194
[hereinafter GATT] art. XVI:4.See United States Tax Legislation (DISC), Dec. 7-8, 1981, GATT
B.I.S.D. (28"h Supp.) at 114 (1981).
72 Rosenberg, supra note 2, at 10. See also, United States Tax Legislation (DISC), Dec. 7-8, 1981,
GATT B.I.S.D. (28"' Supp.) at 114 (1981) (ruling against DISCs, but holding that Article XVI:4
does not prohibit the adoption of measures to avoid double taxation of foreign income.)
71See I.R.C. §922(a)(l)(A) (1984). There are technically four types of FSCs: (1)Regular FSCsforeign corps w/ annual export sales beyond $IM b/c of the org. and maintenance costs; (2) Shares
FSCs-foreign corps that wish to share the costs and benefits with up to 25 total exporters; (3) Small
FSCs-FSC with exempt foreign trade income from foreign trading gross receipts of $5M or less as
provided under 924(b)(2)(BXi); and (4) Shared Small FSCs-Like Shared FSC but only requires
$5M or less in the limitation of up to 25 total exporters.
74
See RICHARD L. DOERNBERG, INTERNATIONAL TAXATION IN A NUTSHELL § 14.0 1, at 425 (West
1999).
75Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369 §§801-5, 98 Stat. 494, 985-1003 (1984). See
GATT Doc. No. MTN/NTM/W 236 (1979).
76John Seiner, Beating Them at Their Own Game: A Solution to the US Foreign Sales Corporation
Crisis, I I MINN. J GLOBAL TRADE 395 (2002).
77See id. at 402. Eight requirements to qualify as an FSC: (1) Corporation, other than an insurance
company, organized and recognized in a qualifying non-United State country; (2) Limited to twentyfive shareholders, whether an individual or corporate shareholder, (3) Blanket prohibition against
preferred equity; (4) Must maintain its foreign management office within qualifying jurisdiction, but
not necessarily within the qualifying country of incorporation; (5) "Foreign management process"
requires that at least one member of the FSC Board of Directors must be a nonresident of the United
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business free from United States taxation, subject only to taxes imposed by the
country in which the FSC was located. 78 The main difference between DISCs
and FSCs legislation was the FSC requirement that the applicable income be
earned extraterritorially. 79 FSCs must be foreign corporations subject to foreign
management.80 Corporations qualifying for FSC status were entitled to tax
exemption on a portion of foreign trade income; the exempt income was then
treated as though it was not connected with United States trade and therefore,
was not taxable in the United States. 8 ' The exempted income could then be
distributed as a tax-free dividend to the United States parent corporation.82
Again, the European Union contested the United States tax provision
through a WTO Dispute Panel, which also resulted in a ruling against the United
States.83 The Panel found that the tax measure amounted to an illegal export
subsidy.84 However, the Dispute Panel also found that although Article XVI:4
of the 1981 GATT Understanding 85 required arms-length pricing, it did not
prohibit adoption of measures to avoid double taxation of foreign source
income. 6 The United States went back to the drawing board in an attempt to
establish a mutually agreeable tax scheme applicable to exporting United States
corporations.
The result was the FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Exclusion
Act of 2000 (ETI), signed by President Clinton on November 15, 2000. 87 At
that time, President Clinton stated that the new legislation specifically addressed
the concerns raised by the WTO Appellate Body.8 8 This act repealed the
previous FSC legislation and altered the tax treatment of United States income

States, whether or not a citizen; (6) FSC's books and records must be maintained in both its foreign
office and in the United States. "Books and records" is interpreted in the broadest sense by the
Treasury Department, including the FSC's financial records, invoices, statements of account, etc;
(7) If a controlled group of corporations contains a regular FSC, then other forms of FSCs, including
a "small FSC" are excluded from the group. A "small" FSC is any regular FSC with exempt foreign
trade income from foreign trading gross receipts of $5 million or less in the taxable year as provided
under 924(b)(2)(B)(i); and (8) For FSC status, a valid election must be held by the foreign
corporation ninety days prior to the foreign corporation's taxable year. FSC status is contingent on
transfer prices meeting certain standards of fairness; this standard is based on either an "arm's
length" pricing method or "administrative pricing rules" method.
78Id. at 402. When the FSC profits, it can pay the profits to the parent company as a tax-free
dividend. If the company issues dividends to shareholders, the dividends would be treated like any
other dividend and taxed as individual income of the shareholders.
" See DOERNBERG, supra note 74, at 425.
80 See Peckron, supra note 69, at 8. DISCs were domestic corporations with foreign sales; no
established foreign management was required. FSCs must be created under the laws of a jurisdiction
outside the United States.
81Rosenberg, supranote 2, at 11.
Id. at 12.
83
84 WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/R (Mar. 20, 2000).

id.

a5 GATT

Subsidies Code Annex para. (e); See GATT Doc. No. MTN/NTM/W 236 (1979).

86Peckron, supranote 69, at 7.

supranote 4.
President's Statement on Signing the FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act of
2000, 36 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 2885 (Nov. 15, 2000).
87 See
88 See
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generated abroad.89 It provided formulae for exemption of portions of United
States foreign-source income tax based on a territoriality principle rather than
deferral or avoidance of such tax as a direct subsidy. 90
However, the European Union claimed this new legislation was worse
than the FSC system of taxation 91 and brought a new claim to the WTO Dispute
Panel 92 alleging that United States tax treatment of foreign sales corporations in
the ETI amounted to an illegal export subsidy in violation of the SCM
Agreement, Articles 3.1(a) and 4.7; the Agreement on Agriculture, Articles 8
and 10.1; and GATT 1994, Article III:4.93 It is requesting that the WTO impose
sanctions against the United States of $4,043 billion (USD), the amount the
European Union claims its businesses are losing as a result of the United States
FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act. 94 This figure is
consistent with the United States Treasury's estimated E4 billion (Euro)
95 benefit
to United States exporting corporations as a result of the ETI measure.
I.

FSC REPEAL AND EXTRATERRITORIAL INCOME
EXCLUSION ACT OF 2000 (ETI)

ETI allows United States corporations to exclude extraterritorial
income that is earned through qualifying foreign trade income (QFTI) from
calculation of gross income, thereby, generally providing a tax exemption on at
least a portion of income earned through export activity. 96 The taxpayer may
choose his own method of calculating QFTI, generally electing the method
resulting in the largest amount of qualified income to be excluded. 97 The ETI
sets out three conditions upon which taxable income 98 may be excluded from the
calculation of gross income for United States domestic corporations or foreign
corporations electing to be treated as United States corporations for tax
purposes. 99 The first condition is that the excluded income arises from sale,
lease, or rental transactions, in essence from foreign trading gross receipts. 00
89See Joel Slemrod and Reuven Avi-yonah, (How) Should Trade Agreements Dealwith Income Tax
Issues? 55 TAxL. REv. 533, 552 (2002).
90See id.
91See EU-US: Americans Contest EUDemandfor USD 4 Billion Sanctions,EUR. REP., Dec. 2,
2000, at 508, availableat 2000 WL 24320190.
92 WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002), para 4. This claim was brought by the European
Union for noncompliance with the original report and is therefore referred to the original panel in
accordance with Article 21.5 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the
Settlement of Disputes ("DSU").
93EU-US: Americans Contest EU Demandfor USD 4 Billion Sanctions, EUR. REP., Dec. 2, 2000, at
508, availableat 2000 WL 24320190.
94Id
95Id.
96See I.R.C. §114(b) (2000).
w WT/DS 108/AB/RW para. 181 (Jan. 14, 2002).
98See I.R.C. §63(a) (2003). Taxable income in the United States is equal to gross income minus the
deductions allowed under the Internal Revenue Code.
" I.R.C. §943(e) (2000).
'0oI.R.C. §942(a) (2000). Foreign trading gross receipts are those earned through (i) any sale,
exchange, or other disposition of qualifying foreign trade property; (ii)any lease or rental of
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Second, the transactions must involve qualified foreign trade property
(QFTP); 1'' and third, the foreign economic process requirement must be
satisfied in every individual transaction that applies the tax exclusion. 10 2 It
should be noted that the ETI provision defines QFTP as property "manufactured,
produced, grown, or extracted within or outside the United States."' 13 By this
definition, the ETI provision applies to two situations: one in which goods are
produced within the United States and another in which goods are produced
outside the United States. 1°4 Sections 943(c) and 943(a)(2) address each of these
situations respectively and provide for different sets of conditions to obtain the
exemption under each. 0 5 The ETI's four sections' °6 allow for income exclusion
in the calculation of gross income for export activity and allow taxpayers to
elect to have qualifying income excluded from taxation in accordance with its
provisions. 10 7 This election may be made on individual transactions, and not
necessarily on all transactions.0 o
Extraterritorial income is defined as the gross income 0 9 of a United
States taxpayer, attributable to foreign trading gross receipts," 0 that is generated
by specified qualifying transactions involving the sale or lease of "qualifying
foreign trade property" '' not for use in the United States.12 The taxable
income attributable to foreign trading gross receipts is the foreign trade

qualifying foreign trade property; (iii) any services which are related and subsidiary to (i) and (ii);
(iv) for engineering or architectural services for construction projects located (or proposed for
location) outside the United States; and (v) for the performance of managerial services for a person
other than a related person in furtherance of activities under (i), (ii) or (iii).
'0' See I.R.C. §943(a)(1) (2000). Qualifying foreign trade property is property that is (A)
manufactured, produced, grown or extracted within or outside the United States; (B) held primarily
for sale, lease or rental, in the ordinary course of business, for direct use, consumption, or disposition
outside the United States; and (C) not more than 50 percent of the fair market value of which is
attributable to: (i) articles manufactured, produced grown, or extracted outside the United States; and
(ii) direct costs for labor performed outside the United States.
102 See I.R.C. §942(bX2)-(3) (2000). Foreign economic process requirements include: (i) advertising
and sales promotion; (ii) processing of customer orders and arranging for delivery; (iii)
transportation outside the United States in connection with delivery to the customer; (iv)
determination and transmittal of final invoice or statement of account or the receipt of payment; and
(v) assumption of credit risk. The foreign economic process requirement is satisfied when at least 50
percent of the total cost of the activities is attributable to activities performed outside of the United
States, or when at least two of the five mentioned categories amount to at least 85% of the total costs
attributable to activities performed outside the United States.
1031 .R.C. § 943(a)(l)(A) (2000).
104Id.

10'See I.R.C. §s 943(c), 943(a)(2).
106I.R.C. §s 114, 941,942, and 943 (2000).
107

I.R.C. §943(e) (2000).

108See id.
109

I.R.C. §61(a) (2003). Gross income is "all income from whatever source derived."

110See supra note 100, foreign trading gross receipts.

111See supra note 101, qualifying foreign trade property.
112 I.R.C. § 114(e) (2000); See also I.R.C. §942 (2000). These transactions may include sale,
exchange or other disposition of qualifying export trade property, lease or rental of qualifying
foreign trade property to be used outside of the United States, services related or subsidiary to the
mentioned activities above, and non-United States construction projects.
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income. 3 The only income excluded from gross income under ETI is the
portion of extraterritorial income that is QFTI.1 4 The amount of QFTI earned is
excluded from the taxpayer's gross income.' 1 5 Calculation of QFTI may be
done via three methods: (i) 30% of foreign sale and leasing income derived by
the taxpayer from such transaction; 116 (ii) 1.2% of the foreign trading gross
receipts derived by the taxpayer from the transaction;" 7 or (iii) 8 15% of the
foreign trade income derived by the taxpayer from the transaction.1
IV. THE WTO FSC DISPUTE BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND
EUROPEAN UNION
The Dispute Settlement Panel found that the ETI legislation replacing
the FSC regime did not comply with the rulings and recommendations of the
earlier Dispute Panel." 9 The ETI provides the same benefits the FSC legislation
20
did and equally impairs benefits of trade to European Union corporations.1
able to avoid taxation on a portion of income
United States corporations are still
2
earned through export activity.' '
V. SCM AGREEMENT
The European Union alleged that the ETI is in violation of Article
3.1(a) of the SCM Agreement which prohibits subsidies contingent on export
performance.' 2 2 The ETI measure provides tax exemption on foreign trade
income derived by the taxpayer in connection with the lease or rental of
qualifying foreign trade property for use by the lessee outside the United
States. 23 This requirement for exemption categorizes the ETI as a subsidy
contingent upon export performance. 2 4 Although the SCM Agreement gives
allowance for member countries to enact measures to avoid double taxation of
foreign-source income,1 5 the Dispute Panel found that the ETI legislation is not
a measure to avoid double taxation within the meaning of footnote 59.126 By
implementing this legislation, the United States has violated Article 3.2 of the
which prohibits members from granting or maintaining export
SCM Agreement
27
subsidies.
13
114

I.R.C. §941(b) (2000).
See 1.R.C. §114(b) (2000).

15

1 Id.

116I.R.C. §941(cX1) (2000).
"1
118

I.R.C. §942(a) (2000).

I.R.C. §941(b) (2000).

See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/RW (Aug. 20,2001).
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 6.
id.
12 See id. para. 80.
"' I.R.C. § 941(cX1)(B) (2000).
124See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 5(a).
125See SCM Agreement, supra note 5, at Annex 1, footnote 59.
"9
20

121

12 See
127See

WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 5(a).
id. at para. 5(b).
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a.

Article 1.1 of the SCM Agreement

Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii) of the SCM Agreement defines a subsidy for the
purpose of the agreement as a "financial contribution by a government... where
government revenue that is otherwise due is foregone." 128 In interpreting this
clause for application to this dispute, the Panel found that the meaning of the
term "otherwise due" is dependant on the individual tax rules of each member
country, and therefore, may apply differently to each country. 129 A financial
contribution does not necessarily exist because a government has exempted the
collection of income it could have collected. 30 Revenue that is not due is not
necessarily classified as revenue "otherwise due." 131 The term "otherwise due"
implies a comparison of normative treatment of revenue that is otherwise due
under the country's tax laws. 3 2 Under the SCM Agreement, this comparison is
allowed, giving the Panel the discretion to objectively decide the issue based
solely on the disputed state's tax code.133 Therefore, the United States' general
rules of taxation are applied 1in
34 determining whether the income excluded is
categorically "otherwise due."'
In making this objective determination, the Appellate Body analyzed
the United States' treatment of foreign-source income covered in the ETI
measure with its treatment of other foreign-source income. 35 United States
136
rules of taxation differentiate between domestic- and foreign-source income.
The ETI requires a corporation electing to apply the United States tax exclusion
37
to forgo any tax credits obtained on that same income in a foreign jurisdiction. 1
Where a United States corporation is subject to foreign taxes, the United States
credits a taxpayer with the amount of foreign tax paid. 3 8 Analysis of this
foreign-tax treatment shows a clear discrepancy in the treatment of different
forms of foreign-source income. 139 The ETI allows taxpayers to elect whether to
apply the tax exemption; this also unveils a difference in treatment that could
amount to income "otherwise due."' 140 The tax exclusion of qualified foreign
trade income in conjunction with the choice to apply the tax rules most
favorable to a United States corporation point to the conclusion that the ETI
measure constitutes foregone revenue that is otherwise due within the meaning

SCM Agreement, supranote 5, at Art. l.t(a)(1)(ii).
See SCM Agreement, supra note 5, at Annex 1, footnote 59. See also WTO Doc.
WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002) para. 87.
128
129

0Id.
at para. 88.

131
Id.

Id.at para. 89.

132
133

id.

134 Id.at para. 91.

Id.at para. 98.
97.

135

136
Id.at para.

' See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002), paras. 104 and 181-3.

138
See I.R.C. §90 l(a)(b) (2000) with exceptions and limitations listed in I.R.C. §904.
39See WTO Doc. WTIDS 108/ABIRW (Jan. 14,2002) par. 102.

4 Id.
at para. 103.
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of Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii) of the SCM Agreement. 14 1 As a result, the Panel found
the ETI measure allows the United States government to forego revenue
otherwise due, thereby giving favorable treatment to United States exporting
to financial contribution under Article 1.1 (a)(1) of the
corporations and amounts
42
SCM Agreement. 1
b.

Article 3.1(a) of SCM Agreement

Article 3.1(a) of SCM Agreement prohibits "subsidies contingent, in
law or in fact, whether solely or as one of several other conditions, upon export
performance."' 143 "Contingent" in this context, has been defined in a previous
WTO Panel Dispute as conditional or dependant for its existence on something
else. 144 Subsidies contingent on exportation are prohibited whether exportation
is the sole condition, or merely one of several conditions required. 145 As
mentioned above, the ETI measure applies to both goods produced within or
outside the United States. 146 Section 943(a)(1)(B) of the ETI measure defines
QFTP as property for "direct use, consumption, or disposition outside of the
United States."'147 Read together, these two provisions provide for tax
exemption in situations where goods are produced in the United States for use
outside of the United States, and therefore, in at least one scenario, tax
on the requirement that the property be used outside the
exemption is contingent
48
United States. 1
The United States maintains that ETI is not a prohibited subsidy under
Article 3.1(a) because exportation from the United States is not a necessary
condition to obtain tax exclusion.' 49 Income earned on goods produced outside
of the United States for use outside the United States also qualifies for
exemption under the ETI and is not contingent on export performance. 150 Thus,
tax exclusion can also be obtained without exportation, showing that export
performance is not a requirement that must be satisfied to apply the tax
exclusion.' 51 However, in order to obtain the tax exemption for goods produced
within the United States, the goods must be exported and therefore, the
exemption set out in the ETI is contingent on exportation. 152 Footnote 4 of the
SCM Agreement sets out the standard for prohibited export subsidies in that the
granting of a subsidy must "in fact [be] tied to actual or anticipated exportation
Id. at para. 105.
Id. at para. 106.

141

142

SCM Agreement, supranote 5,at art. 3.1(a).
See Canada-Aircraft Measures Affecting the Export of Civilian Aircraft, WTO Doc.
WT/DS70/AB/R paras. 162-180 (Aug. 20, 1999).
145SCM Agreement, supra note 5, at art. 3. 1(b).
'6 I.R.C. § 943(a)(IXA) (2000).
"' I.R.C. § 943(aX)(B) (2000).
148 See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002) para. 117.
49
1 ld. at para. 110.
150 WTO Doc. United States' appellant's submission, paras. 164, 169.
14

144

151Id.

152See WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002) pam. 114.

156
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or export earnings."1 53 A subsidy granted to a company who exports goods is
4
not necessarily an export subsidy for this reason alone.15
c.

Footnote 59 of SCM Agreement

Annex I of the SCM Agreement lists export subsidies prohibited by the
Agreement. 155 Subsection (e) of Annex I prohibits "the full or partial
exemption, remission, or deferral specifically related to exports, of direct taxes
or social welfare changes paid or payable by industrial or commercial
enterprises.' 56 However, footnote 59 of the SCM Agreement provides that
WTO member states are not prevented from taking measures to avoid double
taxation of foreign-source income earned by its domestic corporations. 57 The
United States defends the ETI measure on the grounds that it is not a prohibited
export subsidy because it falls within the footnote 59's allowance to avoid of
double taxation. 58 The issue determined by the Appellate Body was whether
footnote 59 provided an exception
allowing a provision that was otherwise a
59
prohibited export subsidy. 1
The Appellate Body interpreted footnote 59 to apply to measures taken
by a WTO member state to avoid double taxation of income earned by a
taxpayer of its own state in a foreign state. 16° State sovereignty allows WTO
member states to establish their own standards to identify and tax income and to
determine whether income is foreign-source such that double-taxation avoidance
measures are necessary.' 6' Yet state sovereignty does not permit states to
blatantly disregard WTO obligations by implementing prohibited export
subsidies. 62 The Appellate Body looked to customary international law, which
is the general practice of states accepted as law, 163 to determine the meaning of
"foreign-source income. ' 164 Although many states apply vastly different rules
on taxing non-residents, there seems to be a common element of65taxing nonresidents on income that is generated having some link to the state.

153SCM Agreement, supranote 5, at footnote 4.
154See id.

15 See id. at Annex 1, "Illustrative List of Export Subsidies."
16

See id. at (e).

'7 WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 133-4. The fifth sentence of footnote 59 of
the SCM Agreement provides an affirmative defense applicable to justify the use of an otherwise
prohibited export subsidy to avoid double taxation of foreign-source income. The burden of proof in
justifying
the measure falls on the responding party, here the United States.
158
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 34.
159See id. at para. 128.

'60Id. at paras. 137-8 (Foreign-source income in footnote 59 refers to income that may be taxed in
two states.)
161Id. at 139; See also SCM Agreement, supraat footnote 4.

162See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 140.
163 Statute of the International Court of Justice, art. 38 (June 26, 1945) (defining sources of
international law).
'64 WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 142.
65
1 Id. at para. 143.
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To qualify for exemption of income, a company's export activity
generating income must satisfy the two elements of the foreign economic
process requirement. 166 First, the taxpayer must have solicited, negotiated, or
made a contract outside of the United States. 167 Second, at least 50% of
specified transaction costs must be attributable to activities performed outside
the United States. 168 These specified transactions must fall within five
categories to satisfy the QFTP requirement: (1) advertising and sales promotion;
(2) processing customer orders and arranging for delivery; (3) transportation
outside the United States to be delivered to the customer; (4) determination and
transmittal of a final invoice, statement of account, or receipt of payment; and
(5) assumption of credit risk. 16 9 The foreign economic process requirement
ensures that these specified activities occur in a foreign state and establishes a
link between qualifying transactions covered by the ETI Act and a "foreign"
state. 170 Yet, this requirement does not ensure that all the income generated by
the export transaction and exempted under the ETI Act is "foreign-source
171
income" within the meaning of footnote 59 of the SCM Agreement.
d.

Classification of QFTI

QFTI is the amount of gross income that will be excluded from taxable
income. 172 QFTI can be calculated in one of three ways, as the taxpayer
chooses: 173 first, as 30% of the foreign sale and leasing income derived from the
transaction; 74 second, as 1.2% of the foreign trading gross receipts derived from
the transaction; 75 and third, as 15% of the net foreign trading income derived
from the transaction. 176 Under both the 1.2% or 15% methods, QFTI is a fixed
percentage of either the net amount or the gross amount of the total income
earned in any qualifying transaction. 177 Therefore, where income generated
from a foreign sale combines both domestic-source and foreign-source income,
some domestic-source income that is not subject to double taxation will be
exempt from income tax. 178 All of the income generated from a transaction
involving only a portion of extraterritorial income would be treated as foreign
The following three examples' 80
trade income under the ETI Act. 17 9
I.R.C. §942(b) (2000); See also, footnote
I.R.C. §942(b)(2)(A)(i) (2000).
'" See I.R.C. §942(b)(2)(A)(ii) (2000).
169 I.R.C. §942(b)(3)(A)-(E) (2000).
70
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,
171See id.at para. 154.
172 I.R.C. §941(1) (2000).
171See WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,
174I.R.C. §941(a)(l)(A) (2000).
175 I.R.C. §941(a)(1XB) (2000).
176 I.R.C. §941(a)(1XC) (2000).
177See WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,
178See id.at paras. 154-6.
179See id.at paras. 155-6.
'66 See
167See

75 supra discussing economic process requirement.

2002) para. 153.

2002) para. 156.

2002) para. 156.

180See id.at paras. 157-164. Examples presented are based on the Appellate Body's examples of the
application of the ETI Act.
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demonstrate the ETI measure's divergent possibilities of the allocation of
income between foreign-source and domestic-source, allowing the United States
taxpayer to obtain the maximum benefit from a misallocation of income.' 8 1
i.

Example 1:182 US Manufacturer-US Distributor4EU Buyer

A United States Manufacturer sells widgets to a United States
Distributor for $80, making a profit of $30. This transaction involves no
extraterritorial income nor any QFTI. The United States Distributor then sells
the widgets to a European Union Buyer for use outside the United States at a
price of $100, making $20 profit from the sale. Assuming this transaction
satisfies the foreign economic process requirement of IRC Section 942(b)(3),
this $20 profit is classified as extraterritorial income, or foreign-source income.
Applying the 15% method laid out in IRC Section 941(a)(1)(C) to calculate the
amount of gross income to be excluded, QFTI equals $3. Thus, $3 of the $50
total profit will be excluded from gross income and the remaining $47 will be
treated as domestic-source income.
ii.

Example 2: US Manufacturer-)US Distributor (related to
Manufacturer)--EU Buyer

This example involves the same transactions as Example 1, except the
United States Manufacturer and United States Distributor are related parties.
This relation between the two parties satisfies the foreign economic process
requirement by virtue of IRC Section 942(b)(4) of the ETI Act where the
distributor satisfies the requirement in a subsequent transaction with a foreign
Buyer.'8 3 As a result of this relationship between the Manufacturer and the
Distributor, the Manufacturer's $30 profit is treated as extraterritorial income or
foreign-source income and is entitled to exemption under the ETI Act.
Calculating QFTI using the 15% method, 8 4 as shown above, exempts $4.50 of
Manufacturer's income from gross income. The Distributor also retains the $3
exemption as foreign-source income. In this variation of the same transaction as
in Example 1 above, $7.50 is exempt as foreign-source income rather than only
$3, and $42.50 is taxed as domestic-source income.
iii. Example 3: US Manufacturer-EU Buyer
United States Manufacturer sells widgets directly to an unrelated
European Union Buyer for use outside of the United States 85 for $100, making
a profit of $50. This is the same total profit earned in examples 1 and 2 above;
'81See id. at para. 168.
152
183

All examples assume that income earned is taxable income.
I.R.C. §942(b)(4) (2000) is known as the "deeming provision."

I.R.C. §941(aXI)(C) (2000).
this transaction satisfies the foreign economic process requirement under I.R.C.
§941(a)( 1XC) (2000).
185Assume
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however, here the total profit is earned by Manufacturer. The entire $50 profit is
categorized as foreign-source income or extraterritorial income. Applying the
15% method of calculating income exemption from gross income, the United
States manufacturer will have a QFTI of $7.50. Again $42.50 will be taxed as
domestic-source income.
Each of these examples result in the same total profit of $50 from the
same activities-manufacture, sale, and distribution. They all involve equal
extent of foreign-based activities, yet the ETI Act allows differing allocation of
domestic- and foreign-source income. This difference is a result of the
calculation of QFTI as a fixed percentage of total income earned in the
cumulative activities in any qualifying foreign transaction. 186 Section 942(b)(4)
of the ETI Act allows related parties to group together profits earned in both
purely domestic and purely foreign transactions in order to calculate a larger
QFTI, as demonstrated in Example 2 above. 187 As a result, Example 2
calculates QFTI as 15% of both foreign- and domestic-source income.
1 88
These examples could also be carried out applying the 1.2% method
of calculating QFTI. Under this analysis, the resulting QFTI would also include
portions of combined foreign- and domestic-source income in the activities
generating foreign trading gross receipts. 189 Section 941 (a)(1) sets a limit on the
calculation of QFTI using the 1.2% method that it may not exceed 200% of the
QFTI as calculated using the 15% method. 19° The inclusion of this provision
confirms that taxpayers may choose from one of three methods to calculate
exempt QFTI so as to maximize their benefit.191 All three methods differ 1in
92
their allocation of foreign- and domestic-source income in one transaction.
These varied outcomes imply that the different formulae available under the ETI
Act misallocate income between domestic- and foreign-source income, but may
be misallocated by the taxpayer for his own benefit. 193 The ETI Act provides for
exemption of foreign-source income; however, it also exempts domestic-source
income in some situations. 94 Therefore, the 1.2% and 15% methods cannot be
considered measures taken "to avoid the double taxation of foreign-source
income" as permitted in the fifth sentence of footnote 59 of the SCM
Agreement. 195

186See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 162.
'8' Id.at para. 163.

1'8I.R.C. §941(a)(lIXB) (2000).
189See WTO Doc. WT/DSI08/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 164. However, the deeming provision
of I.R.C. §942(b)(4), applied in Example 2 above, does not apply to the 1.2 percent method. I.R.C.
§941(aX3) sets a limitation on the use of the foreign trading gross receipts method, allowing it to
apply to only one transaction of such property. Qualifying foreign trade income of any additional
transaction under this method, including a transaction of a related party, is zero.
190Seeid. at para. 168.
See id.
191
92
id
193Id.

194Seeid. at para. 184.
195See id.
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The third method of calculating QFTI in the ETI Act limits the
exemption to foreign sale and leasing income (FSLI) and excludes 30% of FSLI
from gross taxable income. 96 FSLI is only the portion of foreign trade income
that is "properly allocable" to foreign sales and distribution activities in
accordance with the foreign economic process requirement.' 97 This proper
allocation between domestic- and foreign-source income brings this section of
the ETI Act within the meaning of footnote 59 of the SCM Agreement.'9"
However, this provision has a problem similar to that of the 1.2 and 15%
methods. "[P]roperly allocable" in IRC Section 941(a)(1)(A) does not apply to
income obtained through the lease or rental of QFTP; such income is treated as
foreign trade income. 99 Because foreign trade income combines foreign- and
domestic-source income, this third measure is not in conformance with footnote
59 of the SCM Agreement in that it allows tax exclusion for domestic as well as
foreign-source income.2 °°
The ETI Act sets forth special rules for calculating foreign trade
income for leased property in two situations. 20 ' The first situation is where
qualifying property is leased by the manufacturer, and the second, where
qualifying property that has been leased is sold to the manufacturer.2 2 In these
two situations, FSLI is determined as if the manufacturer had acquired the
property from a third party at an arm's length price. 20 3 These special rules were
implemented to ensure that manufacturing income cannot be combined with
sales income for exemption.2 °4 Using the special rules, FSLI is calculated as the
total income earned through the sale or lease transaction, less the manufacturing
income, which generally takes place in the United States. 20 5 Therefore, FSLI
can encompass income generated in both domestic and foreign activities, again,
resulting in misallocation of the source of income, allowing for the possibility of
domestic-source income exemption rather than solely foreign-source income as
permitted in footnote 59.206 The restrictions on calculating FSLI under the 30%
method,20 7 which do not apply to the 1.2 or 15% methods, point to even greater
discrepancies in the resulting QFTI under each method.208 The 1.2 and 15
96I.R.C. §941(a)(1)(A) (2000). FSLI is defined in §941(c)(l)(A)as "foreign trade income properly
allocable to activities which.., are performed... outside the United States." This is different from the
two previous methods discussed which calculate QFTI based on combined domestic- and foreignsource income.
"9See WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002) para. 169-170.
198Id. at para. 170.
'99I.R.C. §94 I(cXI)(B) (2000).
20 See I.R.C. §941(b)(1) (2000). Foreign trade income is a taxpayer's taxable income attributable to
foreign trading gross receipts.
"' See I.R.C. §941(c)(2) (2000).
202See id.

203See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 172.
' See id. at paras. 172-3.
205Id. at paras. 173-4.

2Id.
207These restrictions being the "properly allocable" rule and the exclusion of manufacturing income
provided for in I.R.C. §941(cX2) (2000).
200See WTO Doc. WT/DS I08/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 174.
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percent methods' lack of such limitations allows United States companies to
choose whichever method of calculation attains the greater tax benefit on a
transaction-by-transaction basis, without limiting excludable income solely to
foreign-source income. 209
The ETI Act sets out additional provisions allowing United States
210
taxpayers to treat domestic-source income as exempt foreign-source income.
Taxpayers with foreign trading gross receipts of less than $5,000,000 are not
required to meet the foreign economic process requirement.2 1' This provision
allows a portion of the taxpayers' income to be treated as exempt foreign-source
income without any proof that the taxpayer undertook any activities outside of
the United States.212 The United States justified this provision by maintaining
that the foreign economic process requirement is a large burden for small
taxpayers. 213 It also asserted that the provision still requires a link between a
taxpayer and a foreign state because the qualifying property in the transaction
must be used outside the United States.21 4 However, sales income cannot be
categorized as foreign-source income merely because the buyer uses the
property outside the United States.215 The seller must have undertaken some
216
activities in a foreign state which contribute to generating income there.
Without this requirement, all export income could be excluded on the basis that
exportation alone renders income "foreign-source" and would allow exemption
of domestic-source income. 217 Under this categorization of foreign-source
income, member countries would be able to evade the SCM Agreement's
prohibition on export subsidies. 21 8 The Appellate Body found that this measure
is outside the scope and meaning of footnote 59.219
The ETI Act considers performance of services "related and
subsidiary" to qualifying property as generating foreign trading gross receipts.220
Thus, repair or maintenance services may be categorized as exempt QFTI.
In
addition, these related and subsidiary services may be performed outside or
within the United States and will constitute foreign trading gross receipts
regardless. 222
Therefore, services performed within the United States,
constituting domestic-source income, are treated as foreign-source income under
IRC Section 942(a)(1)(C). 223 This income has no link to any foreign state to
which the income would be subject to taxation. Therefore, this provision cannot
9 See WTO Doc. WT/DSI08/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) paras. 174 and 185.
210See id. at paras. 175-83.
2" I.R.C. §942(c)(1) (2000).
212WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 175.
213Id.at
214

Id.

215

id.

217

id.

para. 176,

218See
219

SCM Agreement, supra note 5, at art. 3.1.
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) paras. 175-7.

m I.R.C. §942(aX1XC) (2000).
22 See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW
2226 CFR 1.924(a)-IT-(d) (1987).
223 See 1.R.C.

(Jan. 14, 2002) para. 178.

§942(a)(1XC).
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be viewed as a measure to avoid double taxation of foreign-source income under
the fifth sentence of footnote 59 of the SCM Agreement.224
The United States claims that the ETI Act is a measure to avoid double
taxation of foreign-source income.225 Yet, the measure does not displace
previous tax measures granting tax credits to United States taxpayers who have
paid taxes in a foreign state-a measure that does avoid double taxation of
foreign-source income. 226 Thus, under the current United States tax code,
United States tax payers may chose, on a transaction-by-transaction basis,
whether to offset foreign taxation by United States tax credits, or to exempt a
portion of their income as QFTI under the ETI Act.227 In choosing to exempt
income under the ETI Act, taxpayers may further choose between one of three
methods to calculate exempted income.228 The ETI Act allows taxpayers, in
some instances, to exempt domestic source income-in which case there are no
foreign tax credits foregone. 229 In transactions involving more foreign-source
income, and therefore, more tax credits, taxpayers are less likely to choose the
ETI exemption. 230 The ETI Act in dispute provides tax exemption of QFTI for
transactions involving foreign-source income; however it also provides
exemption for domestic-source income or a combination of domestic- and
foreign-source income through application of the 1.2 percent and 15 percent
methods. 23' For these reasons, the ETI Act cannot be deemed as a measure to
avoid double taxation of foreign-source income under the fifth sentence of
footnote 59 of the SCM Agreement.232

224See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) pan. 180.
225See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 33.
226See

I.R.C. §901(a). Creditable foreign taxes are listed in I.R.C. §§ 901(b), 902, and 960. These

tax credits are subject to limitations set forth in I.R.C. §904.
227A taxpayer choosing to exclude income under the ETI Act foregoes tax credits on foreign-source
income
under I.R.C. §114(d) (2000).
228
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 156.
229See id. at 155-6.
230 See id. at 183-4.
23' See id. at 184.
232See

id. at 186.
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iv. Possible Inconsistent Calculations of QFTI Under the ETI

TAXPAYER

TAX
CREDITS

ETI ACT

30%
of FSLI

1.2%
of Foreign
Trading Gross
Reciepts

15%
Foreign
Trade
Income

VI. AGREEMENT ON AGRICULTURE
The United States maintains that the ETI Act is not a violation of
3.3
or 10.1 of the AA which prohibits subsidies on agricultural products
Article
contingent upon export performance.233 The United States argument is based on
its assertion that the ETI Act is not a prohibited export subsidy under Article 3.1
of the SCM Agreement as previously discussed.234 The Appellate Body found
that the fiscal treatment of agricultural products is no different from the fiscal
treatment of products governed by the SCM Agreement, and therefore
analogously reasoned that the ETI Act violates the AA for the same reasons it
was found to violate the SCM Agreement. 235 A subsidy under the AA exists
where a government foregoes revenues that are otherwise due in relation to
agricultural products.236 The ETI Act conditions tax exemption on the
requirement that goods be for "use outside the United States" and thereby
constitutes an export subsidy.237 The disputed provision provides subsidies to
United States companies, contingent on export performance under Article 1(e)
233See id. at para. 192; Agreement on Agriculture, supra note 5, at arts. 3.3, 10.1.
234See WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) paras. 188-9; See also discussion on Article 3.1(a) of

SCM Agreement infra on subsidies "contingent... upon export performance".
235See id. at para. 194.
236See id. Subsidies are defined in the AA as they are in the SCM Agreement-where a government
foregoes revenue otherwise due. See also SCM Agreement, art. 1.1(a)(l)(ii).
23' I.R.C. §942(a)-(b) (2000).
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of the AA by reducing the tax liability of United States companies earned from
qualifying transactions of property produced in the United States involving
agricultural products.238 Similarly to the SCM Agreement analysis, the ETI
measure reduces the income tax liability of United States taxpayers for income
earned in qualifying transactions involving agriculture. 239 The ETI measure
provides a benefit to United States exporting companies of reduced tax liability
and therefore, reduced tax payments on agricultural products, constituting a
contingent on export performance in violation of Article 1(e) of the
subsidy
24
0
AA.

VII.

GATT 1994

The ETI Act restricts the exemption of extraterritorial income to
property that is produced within or outside the United States and sold for
ultimate use outside the United States. 24 1 No more than 50 percent of the fair
market value of such property may be attributable to production outside the
United States. 242 This restriction denies exclusion of income where 50 percent
of the fair market value of production is attributable to activities performed
outside the United States. 243 Fair market value of property is the sales price of
the property in the marketplace and consists of three elements: (1) inputs used in
producing the property; (2) direct labor used to produce the property; and (3)
non-tangible input such as intellectual property rights, goodwill, capital,
marketing, distribution and other services. 24
Article 111:4 of GATT 1994 sets forth a portion of WTO member
obligations concerning National Treatment on International Taxation and
Regulation. 245 Its purpose is to protect and ensure a competitive relationship
between imported and domestic goods and to prevent discrimination against
imported goods.246
The products of the territory of any Member
imported into the territory of any other Member
shall be accorded treatment no less favorable
than that accorded to like products of national
origin in respect of all laws, regulations and
requirements affecting their internal sale,
238WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) paras. 194-5.
23'See id
240See id. at para. 192.
241
I.R.C. §943(a)(1XC) (2000) (referred to as the "fair market value rule").
242id.

243See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/RW (Aug. 20, 2001) para. 8.123.
244WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) par. 211.
245See id. at para. 204.
246See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/RW (Aug. 20, 2001) para. 8.128; See also Japan - Taxes on

Alcoholic Beverages WTO Doc. WT/DS 11/AB/R (Nov. 1, 1996) paras. 59-60; European
Communities - Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos-Containing Products WTO Doc.
WT/DS 135/AB/R (Apr. 5, 2001) par. 97.
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offering for sale, purchase,
distribution or use.247

transportation,

The three issues decided by the Dispute Panel were (1) whether the imported
and domestic products at issue are "like products"; (2) whether the tax measure
at issue is a law, regulation, or requirement affecting their internal sale, offering
for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use; and (3) whether the
imported products are treated less favorably than like domestic products.248 The
United States appealed two of the Dispute Panel's findings. 249 First, the United
States disputes the finding that the measure is a "law, regulation, or requirement
.
internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation,
affecting
distribution, or use. 25 ° The United States maintains that the ETI measure does
not affect the internal use of like imported goods and that the fair market value
rule is a general rule not directed against imports.251 Second, the United States
asserts that the fair market value rule does not treat imports less favorably than
like domestic products.252 However, the Appellate Body upheld both findings in
favor of the European Union. 3
a.

Regulation Affecting the Internal Use of Imported and Like
Domestic Products

The word "affecting" defines the scope of Article 111:4.254 The word
serves as a link between types of government action ("laws, regulations and
requirements") and the commercial transactions the article seeks to regulate.255
Therefore, "affecting" defines the type of government actions which must
comply with the obligation not to treat like imported products less favorably
than domestic products.256 The fair market value rule requires that the input in
the production of a good cannot exceed 50 percent imported products in order to
qualify for tax exemption.257 However, the percentage of a manufacturer's use
of like domestic input products has no effect on the availability of tax
exemption.2 The fair market value rule serves to influence the manufacturer's
choice to use domestic or imported input products in manufacturing a good so as
GATT 1994, supranote 4, at art. 111:4.
WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 199.
249 The issue of "like products" is not appealed here. But see WTO Doc. WT/DS108/RW (Aug. 20,
2001) para. 8.135. "Like product" analysis ascertaining whether differential treatment of imported
and domestic products is based on the fact that the products are different, not difference based on
place of origin.
250See id. at para. 8.144. The terms "law, regulation or requirement" are interpreted under Article
111:4 as having broad scope.
2' WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 207.
25'Seeid.at 189-91.
2" See id. at 222.
2' See id. at 208.
247
248

'"
2

See id.
See id.

7

See id at 212.

2 See id
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to obtain the ETI tax exemption. 2' 9 Therefore, the fair market value rule
"affects" United States manufacturers' use of imported products as compared to
like domestic products within the meaning of GATT 1994, Article III:4.2 °
b.

"Less Favorable Treatment"

The fair market rule confers an express limit on the value of qualifying
property which may be attributed to imported input products to attain exemption
under the ETI Act.26 1 Yet, the Act sets no limit on the percentage of domestic
input materials that may be used to retain the tax exemption. 262 This difference
in treatment of like domestic and imported input products has a substantive
effect, constraining the use of like imported input products.263 For example,
where a manufacture of qualifying property may exceed the 50 percent cap of
imported input, the manufacturer will avoid using like imported input if it
wishes to qualify for the ETI exemption. 264 The manufacturer may decide
whether to use imported or domestic input products based on the anticipated
value of the final good to ensure availability of the ETI exemption.265 In a
situation where the manufacturer is close to exceeding the 50 percent limit of
imported input material, a significant advantage attaches to the use of domestic
input material, putting imported material at a disadvantage. 266 This tax
provision prevents United States manufacturers from choosing between
imported and domestic goods on a competitive pricing basis and favors the use
of domestic goods.267
The United States argued that there are situations in which the fair
market value rule has no effect on imported input material. 268 The fair market
value rule may not affect manufacturers' decisions in producing goods that are
not input intensive.269 Where a producer does not use much input, there is little
concern for exceeding the limit on imported input material. 270 However, as has
been shown, there are circumstances where the ETI Act constrains the use of
imported input material and thus, accords less favorable treatment to imported
products than to domestic products. 271 The Appellate Body found that this limit
of the use of imported goods gives preferential treatment to domestic goods. 27
The ETI Act affects the sale, purchase, distribution, or use of imported goods
2'9
See id.
2

60Seeid. at213.

6 I.R.C. §943(a)(1)(C) (2000).
Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 217.
id.
2265 See id. at para. 218.
See id.
266
Id.
267
See id.
at para. 219.
268
See id.
at para. 221.
269
See id.
262
263 WTO

270See id.

271WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 222.
272

Id.at para. 213.
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and this eligibility requirement for tax exemption gives less favorable treatment
to imported products than to similar products domestically produced within the
meaning of GATT 1994, Article 111:4.273
VIII. WITHDRAWAL OF FSC SUBSIDIES
The European Union claims that the United States has failed to comply
with Dispute Settlement Body rulings, in violation of Article 4.7 of the SCM
Agreement, 274 by not fully withdrawing 275 the FSC subsidies found to be
prohibited export subsidies inconsistent with Article 3.1 of the SCM
Agreement. 22766 The dispute panel recommended the measure be withdrawn by
October 1, 2000277 and at the United States' request this deadline was extended
to November 1, 2000.278 The ETI Act repeals the FSC provisions effective
September 30, 2000.279 It provides that no corporation can elect to be treated as
an FSC after this effective date. 280 However, the Act includes transitional
provisions providing that the repeal does not apply to FSCs already in existence
prior to September 30, 2000 for any transaction occurring before January 1,
2002.281 In addition, under this provision, existing FSCs can continue to apply
the repealed FSC measure to any binding contract between the FSC and an
unrelated person that was in effect on or after September 30, 2000.282 In
essence, the United States provides circumstances where the full withdrawal of
the prohibited subsidies is extended past the deadline and in some cases
The United States maintains that contractual relations
indefinitely.283
established based on the now-repealed legislation should be permitted due to the
reliance of parties in making such a contract at the time the laws were in
effect.2 84 It also claims that this transition period conforms to custom, allowing
corporations adequate time to account for changes in the law that may have an
effect on transactional decisions made. 285 However, the Appellate Body rejected
this argument reasoning that "to continue to make payments under an export
subsidy measure found to be prohibited is not consistent with the obligation to
273

1d at para. 198; WT/DS 108/RW (Aug. 20, 2001) para. 8.149.
274SCM Agreement, art. 4.7 provides "If the measure in question is found to be a prohibited export

subsidy, the panel shall recommend that the subsidizing Member withdraw the subsidy without
delay. In this regard, the panel shall specify in its recommendation the time-period within which the
measure must be withdrawn."
275See Canada - Measures Affecting the Export of Civilian Aircraft, WTO Doc. WT/DS70/AB/R
(Aug. 20, 1999) para. 45. "Withdraw" under art. 4.7 of the SCM Agreement is defined as the
"removal" or "taking away" of that subsidy.
276
See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/R (Feb. 24, 2000) para. 180.
277WTO DOc. WT/DS 108/R (Mar. 20, 2000).
278WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/11 (Oct. 2, 2000). See also WT/DSB/M90 paras. 6-7.
279I.R.C. §941 Other Provisions §(a) (2000).
msI.R.C. §941 Other Provisions §5(bX1) of the ETI Act (2000).
28'
I.R.C. §941 Other Provisions §5(c)(1XA) of the ETI Act (2000).
282I.R.C. §941 Other Provisions §5(cX)(IB)(ii) of the ETI Act (2000).

" See WTO Doc. WT/DS108/AB/RW (Jan. 14,2002) para. 228.
at para. 229.
24 See id.
285

See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/RW (Aug. 20, 2001).
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"withdraw" prohibited export subsidies, in the sense of "removing or "taking
away., 286 The Appellate Body refused to extend the time-period for the United
States to fully withdraw the prohibited FSC subsidies. 287 Thus, the United
States is found to be in violation of Article 4.7 of the SCM Agreement.288
IX.

CONCLUSION

In retaliation against the United States for failure to fully withdraw the
289
FSC measures, the European Union requested $4.04 billion in trade sanctions.
Subsequently, the United States petitioned for a reduction in the amount of
sanctions to $1 million.29 On March 7, 2003, the WTO granted the European
Union's request for $4.04 billion; this level of sanctions was then reviewed by
an arbitrator, who determined that the level of concessions granted by the Panel
was equivalent to the level of impairment caused by the ETI Act. 291 The WTO
authorized these sanctions to go into effect on March 1, 2004 if the United
States was still not in conformance with WTO Agreements.292 Thereafter, on
March 1, 2004 the European Union began to impose import tariffs worth $4
billion on United States goods-the largest sanction ever authorized by the
WTO.293 The tariff begins at a rate of 5% on an assortment of United States
goods, escalating by 1% per month to a maximum of 17% in March 2005.294
These tariffs have the potential to amount to $46 billion over a period of ten
295
years if the United States does not take action to repeal or amend the ETI Act.
Congress has begun the endeavor of repealing the ETI Act and is in
debate over possible tax regimes to implement in addressing the tax treatment of
foreign source income of United States' companies.296 The Senate is expected
to repeal the ETI Act by the end of March 2004, however, it has not yet
determined what measures will replace the ETI Act. 29 7 Bills are currently in
debate in both the United States House of Representatives and Senate.
286Canada - Measures Affecting the Export of Civilian Aircraft, WTO Doc. WT/DS70/AB/R (Aug.
20, 1999) para. 45.
287See WTO Doc. WT/DS 108/AB/RW (Jan. 14, 2002) para. 230.
2m Id. at para. 231.
289Geoff Winestock, Claim of$4. 04 Billion Made to WTO Is in Response to Tax Break in Dispute,
WALL ST. J. (Nov. 20, 2000) at A2.
290See Heather Scott, USTR Appeals to WTO to Cut EUFSC Sanctions to $956Mfrom $4B,
MARKET NEWS INT'L. Feb. 14,2002, availableat 2002 WL 14350950.
291See Rosenberg, supranote 2, at 27.
292TransatlanticTiff-Trade Wars Heat Up, THE ECONOMIST NEWSPAPER, Mar. 6, 2004.
293See id.
294See Andrew C. Schneider, EU Trade Retaliationto Hit Many Sectors,KIPLINGER BUSINESS
FORECASTS, Jan. 28, 2004; see also US Budget-Senate Panel OKs Republican FY05 Budget
Resolution, MARKET NEWS INTERNATIONAL, Mar. 5, 2004.
295David

Rogers & John McKinnon, The Economy: U.S. Senate Targets Outsourcing,THE ASIAN

WALL ST. J., Mar. 8,2004 at A6.
296See

Andrew C. Schneider, EU Trade Retaliationto Hit Many Sectors, KIPLINGER BUSINESS

FORECASTS, Jan. 28, 2004; see also US Budget--Senate Panel OKs Republican FY05 Budget
Resolution, MARKET NEWS INTERNATIONAL, Mar. 5, 2004.
297 A Taxing Challengefor Congress:An Illegal Policy Risks Being Replaced by a Bad One,
FINANCIAL TIMES, Mar. 2, 2004.
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Representative Bill Thomas proposed a bill that would extend
additional benefits to American multinational manufacturers, resulting in
additional $60 billion cost to the United States government over a period of ten
In conjunction, Thomas proposed amendments amounting to $35
years.29
billion in revenue to compensate for the cost of repealing the ETI Act.2 99 The
bill proposes to preserve some tax benefits for United States' companies'
However, opponents to the Thomas bill claim that it
foreign operations.3 0 0
would have negative impacts on the United States economy in that it does not
remove incentives for American manufacturers to outsource production and jobs
overseas. 3 0 ' Representatives Phil Crane, Charles Rangel, and Don Manzullo
proposed a bill replacing the ETI tax break for American exporters with a broad
policy that would benefit all American manufacturers, not limiting application to
bill is not
exporting manufacturers.30 2 In addition, the Crane-Rangel-Manzullo
30 3
expected to significantly alter the federal budget.
A bill introduced by Senators Carl Levin and Norm Coleman purports
to provide disincentive for companies to take advantage of tax shelters and
illegal offshore tax havens used to avoid taxes. 30 4 This bill increases the
penalties for illegal corporate tax avoidance as well as the penalties for aiding
and abetting tax avoidance. 0 5 In addition, Senate Finance Committee Chairman
Chuck Grassley has proposed a tax bill repealing the ETI Act and replacing it
with a package of $113 billion in corporate tax cuts over ten years.3° On March
5, 2004, the United States Senate voted on several amendments to the ETI Act,
however, a final vote is not expected until the end of March 2004.07
Until new tax measures are adopted, the European Union's trade
sanctions will impact the United States. The import tariffs give many United
States companies incentive to move their operation headquarters abroad for the
benefit of lower taxes, resulting in the movement of business out of the United

298See Andrew C. Schneider, EU Trade Retaliationto Hit Many Sectors, KIPLINGER BUSINESS

FORECASTS, Jan. 28, 2004. Proposed by Representative Bill Thomas, California Republican and
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, H.R. 2896.
299See Jan Kinney, Sens. Levin, Coleman Introduce "Tax Shelter and Tax Haven Reform Act,
MONDAQ BUSINESS BRIEFING, Mar. 16, 2004. (See H.R. 3697; these fundraisers include
amendment of the tax treatment of leasing transactions, modifications to the Highway Trust Fund,
and changes in the tax treatment of charitable contributions.)
o0 .ATaxing Challengefor Congress: An Illegal PolicyRisks Being Replaced by a Bad One,
FINANCIAL TIMES, Mar. 2, 2004.
301See Andrew C. Schneider, EU Trade Retaliation to Hit Many Sectors, KIPLINGER BUSINESS

FORECASTS, Jan. 28, 2004.
302See id. Proposed by Representatives Phil Crane, Illinois Republican, Charles Rangel, New York
Democrat, and Don Manzullo, Illinois Republican and Small Business Committee Chairman.
303
Id.

3

Jan Kinney, Sens. Levin, Coleman Introduce "Tax Shelter and Tax Haven Reform Act,
MONDAQ BUSINESS BRIEFING, Mar. 16, 2004. (Senator Carl Levin, Illinois Democrat & Senator
Norm Coleman, Minnesota Republican; The Levin-Coleman bill is identified as S. 2210.)
305
See id.
306 US Budget--Senate Panel OKs Republican FY05 Budget Resolution, MARKET NEWS
INTERNATIONAL, Mar. 5, 2004.
30
7 id.
04 See
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States. 30 8 Further, this effect gives Congressional Democrats political incentives
not to support an immediate amendment of the ETI provision due to the
upcoming election in November 2004, resulting in poor reflection on the current
Bush administration. °9
Fortunately for United States businesses, the United States dollar has
declined in value against the euro which will have the effect of offsetting much
of the negative impact from the tariffs at least temporarily. 310 The dollar has
fallen 32% against the euro since 2002 and is down 10% since the WTO
approved European Union sanctions in the form of tariffs on March 7, 2003.3II
United States exporters have benefited from this exchange rate to such an extent
that total United States exports increased from October 2003 to November 2003
by $2.5 billion.312
In addition to repeal and amendment of the ETI Act, the United States'
indirect response to the European Union's trade sanctions may take other, less
desirable forms. This includes the possibility of retaliation against the European
Union with claims against it on issues such as genetically modified
organisms.

31 3

Further, the United States may decrease overall trade relations

with the European Union, which is extremely dependent on exports from the
United States. The effect of this dispute over the tax treatment of foreign source
income has possible far-reaching implications for the WTO's more than 146
member countries with diverse tax structures in the international trade arena.

308TransatlanticTiff-Trade Wars Heat Up, THE ECONOMIST NEWSPAPER, Mar. 6, 2004.

3 id.

310See Andrew C. Schneider, EU Trade Retaliation to Hit Many Sectors, KIPLINGER BUSINESS
FORECASTS, Jan. 28, 2004.
311See id.; See also A Taxing Challengefor Congress:An Illegal Policy Risks Being Replaced by a
Bad One, FINANCIAL TIMEs, Mar. 2, 2004.

312See Andrew C. Schneider, EU Trade Retaliation to Hit Many Sectors,KIPLINGER BUSINESS
FORECASTS, Jan. 28, 2004.
313See Jeffley Sparshot, EU Eyes Trade Sanctionsfor U.S. Compliance; Congress Urgedto Address
WTO Ruling on Tax Practice,THE WASHINGTON TIMES, Mar. 5, 2003.
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